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Instructions:
The question paper has 27 questions in all.
Marks are indicated against each question.
Questions from serial number 1 to 7 are very short answer type questions .Each question carries 1 mark.
Questions from serial number 8 to 18 are 3 mark questions. Answers of these questions should not exceed
80 words.
Questions from serial number 19 to 25 are 5 mark questions .Answer of these questions should not exceed
120 words.
Questions no 26 and 27 are map questions .Attempt it on the map and attach it in your answer sheet.
Q1.Name any two novels written for the young in Britain in early 19 century?(1)
Q2.What is another name for Black soil?

(1)

Q3. What did the athletes in the Olympics wish to convey in Mexico Olympics?(1)
Q4.Explain anti defection Act.(1)
Q5.Which body supervises the functioning of formal sources of credit?(1)
Q6. ATM comes under which sector of economic activity.(1)
Q7.When is National Consumer Day celebrated?(1)
Q8. What important message is conveyed by the novel Indulekha for the society ?
Discuss.(3)
Q9.The Ho Chi Minh trail played a crucial role in defending Vietnam against American
forces. Discuss.(3)
Q10.How was expansion of city a threat to environment .Discuss with examples from
India and Britain.(3)
Q11. What was the new method introduced by Mahatma Gandhi to combat colonial
rule? How was it practiced?(3)
Q12.Mention any three features of alluvial soil.(3)
Q13. Why are human beings an important component of resource development?(3)

Q14.How did Belgium accommodate its diverse population?(3)
Q15.Do all social differences lead to social divisions? Elaborate.(3)
Q16.What are the three challenges to democracy? Explain in brief.(3)
Q17.Why is the value of final goods and services taken into account while calculating
GDP?(3)
Q18.What are the terms of Credit in the formal sector.(3)
Q19.What was the response to the Civil Disobedience Movement by different groups.
Explain each in brief.(5)
Q20.Name the different types of soil found in India. Which soil is best suited for
agriculture(5)
Q21.Explain the advantages of multipurpose river valley projects.(5)
Q22. Caste and politics are inseparable. Justify by giving five valid arguments.(5)
Q23.What Is Decentralisation ? When was India Decentralised? What are its three
features?(5)
Q24.How are the activities in the economy classified on the basis of employment
condition?(5)
Q25.Why is sustainable development considered important for economic growth?(5)
Q26.Identify and label the following on the map of India
a)The place where the Indian National Congress Session was held in Dec 1920
b)The place associated with the ‘Peasants Satyagraha’.
Q27.Identify and label
A-Iron ore mines
B Vishakhapatnam.
C Gandhinagar Software technology park

